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I purchase this set and it is very helpful for chemistry and organic chemistry. This is an excellent

item for beginners since you cannot make large or complex molecule (specially long chain alcohol

hydrocarbon, etc.). However, it does aim on the angles taken by the molecule and the repulsion of

free electrons. They are hard to break, but one most be careful or the stick will snap inside the

"carbon" and it would become useless to make a tetrahedral. It came before the estimated date.

HOWEVER, the content came on a plastic bag instead of the plastic box of the photo. This make

the set more uncomfortable on its management.

helpful in memorizing molecular structures for orgo

My organic chemistry courses required a model kit and this was extremely easy to use.We had to

measure bond lengths in my class and you really need to make sure your model is right for it to

work, which can definitely be difficult using the model. However, one I got the hang of it, it was

easy.The only con I have is that it is one of the cheaper options so you have to be a bit delicate with



it. For example, after I took my final, I stuffed tetrahedral structure in my bag and the bond ended up

breaking inside of one of the carbons.

Its ok for a basic model kit, however with more complected molecules there are less single bonds/

carbons etc. that I can use having to rely on other size bonds. This it makes it a little harder to get

an accurate molecule every time. Works best with more basic and simple molecules.

I am almost done with my organic chemistry.I had a model kit before I had to buy this one.I was

surprised that a model kit can be so important for students to understand and see molecules. I had

a lot of problems with seeing and finding interactions and angles on my other molecular kit,I couldn't

push or pull-it just was breaking apart and angles were not quite right, because it doesn't have the

same bonding, and obviously it is very important in organic chemistry. This 1013A HGS Molecular

Model has been made for students who is taking organic chemistry, the angles, the interactions

between molecules, gauche and anti, the boat and chair... is easy to see, because the bonding is

made just right. You can push and pull those bonds they don't fall apart.The other important thing

about this set is- the size, it is perfect to care to school, you can even preassemble molecule-it will

not be too big to care in your bag for your exam- very helpful! Absolutely love it- and strongly

recommend for organic chemistry students.

I choose this rating because I had purchased this kit before but had sold it to someone who was in

need. Now I realized that I should have kept it but thankfully I was able to find the same one on . All

the parts are super tiny which means it's less mess and very easy to carry around. One thing that I

noticed was that the picture that provides how the kit looks like doesn't correspond with what you

get. I was expecting the same compartment-looking box but instead I got a thick to-go bag. I wish it

was exactly as it shows on the pic :(. Other than that it's great!

I ordered this for $20, but then afterward found out that it was selling for $16 at my school. That

really did not bother me much, as I like buying products from . However, what annoyed me the most

was that it is impossible to make bigger molecules with this model. You can only make simple

tetrahedral but nothing complicated as 1Methyl,3Ethylhexane or longer molecular chain. The

Carbon atoms were not labeled properly. The bags containing the molecular bonds broke apart too

easily. And frankly, it has horrible packaging. This is my first bad review product on  and I hope it is

my last. It was a huge disappointing.



These molecular models are very useful in your Organic Chemistry class especially when you're

learning about symmetry and refreshing your knowledge on the molecule's geometry. These models

help you visualize that. Came in a great condition and in an expected time-lapse of delivery.
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